
The ultimate solution for  
seamless and secure remote proceedings 

Our RemoteDepo Pro™ platform is designed specifically for legal proceedings and leverages state-of-the-art 

technology to provide the functionality you need for e�ective and flexible remote depositions, hearings, and 

other matters. With advanced exhibit sharing, annotation, storage and management functionality, plus high-fidelity 

multi-channel audio capture, everyone has the tools they need to facilitate and manage the proceeding from one 

central, secure location. 

 High-definition video conferencing 

 Live speech-to-text feed of participant audio with 

instant playback

 Exhibit sharing, stamping, storage, and 

management

 Basic exhibit annotation tools: select, draw, 

highlight area, format color/font/size, add basic 

shapes, undo/redo

`

 Advanced exhibit annotation tools: stamp 

exhibits, highlight text, direct to page, and control 

witness annotation permissions

 The recording (audio and video) is synced with 

the speech-to-text feed for review within the 

platform post proceeding

 Private, self-service sidebar rooms  

 Rough draft and certified final transcript available 

upon request

 Professional legal videography and/or Proceeding 

Technician available upon request
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Easily follow testimony with ViewScript

RemoteDepo Pro™ includes ViewScript, a live speech-to-text feed of participant audio powered by Automated 

Speech Recognition (ASR) technology. ViewScript captures high-fidelity audio from each participant on 

individual channels, instantly translating it from speech into summary text for immediate review. You can also 

play back any portion of audio during the proceeding without crosstalk or interferences. The audio is synced 

with the speech-to-text feed, enabling parties to:

 y See a live speech-to-text feed 

 y Play back any portion of testimony 

privately or for the group

 y View speaker identifications and 

timestamps

 y Bookmark segments of testimony 

for future reference and review

 y Search for keywords or phrases

 y Review the speech-to-text feed 

synced with the recorded audio and 

video within RemoteDepo Pro™ post 

proceeding
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 RemoteDepo Pro™️ follows best practice security standards including  
end-to-end encryption and account-based authentication. 

Reimagined exhibit sharing and annotation

Modeled after in-person proceedings, RemoteDepo Pro™ simplifies and streamlines 

exhibit sharing, annotation, and stamping with elevated functionality and controls.

EASY SHARING & 

ORGANIZATION

 y Easily share documents with 

a single click

 y Exhibits remain private until 

shared 

 y Direct all attendees to the 

same page of a shared 

document with one click  

UPLOAD, ANNOTATE 

 & STAMP   

 y Attorneys and court reporters 

can upload and annotate 

exhibits before or during the 

proceeding  

 y Court reporters can stamp 

exhibits prior to, during or post 

proceeding

 y Annotations (shapes, highlights, 

etc.) on all shared exhibits are 

preserved, saved, and available 

post proceeding

EXHIBIT MANAGEMENT 

& SECURE STORAGE

 y Case exhibits are available for 

future use within the platform 

 y View introduced exhibits from 

past proceedings you attended 

within the platform

Schedule your next proceeding:  
scheduling@uslegalsupport.com 

To find your local team, visit www.uslegalsupport.com/locations. 


